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The smartest 1080P Android TV portable projector.

Innovation and design awards
XGIMI is devoted to providing innovative products with outstanding quality and has won 31 international awards in 6
years. Brand efforts are highly recognized by the industry and millions of users.

Small and clear
1080p Full HD resolution from such a small product means you no longer have to choose between a portable projector
and a high resolution. The advanced autofocus technology ensures that the projected image is always clear and
bright. The body is only 14.7cm (5.8 inch) high, the net weight is 0.9kg (1.98lbs), meaning the water-bottle-size device
fits neatly and easily into your bag.

Small and smart
MoGo Pro+ comes with XGIMI’s latest Auto Keystone Correction feature, which delivers a rectangle image in seconds
from sideways projection.

Small and powerful
A higher capacity built-in battery ensures you can enjoy longer playtime (2 to 4 hours video playback). Powered by
Harman-Kardon dual-speakers, the sound is professionally tuned by Gold Ear Lab, meaning the sound is well
balanced and perfect for any kind of music. You can also use it as an external speaker via Bluetooth or 3.5mm audio
cable.

Small and fun
Android TV makes it easier to get more from your TV. Choose from 700,000+ movies and shows from a variety of
streaming services. Ask Google to control your TV, get recommendations, dim the lights and control things with your
voice. Chromecast built-in lets you stream photos, videos and music from smart devices to your TV.

Integrated stand
The integrated stand is hidden at the bottom of the MoGo Pro+. It can achieve a 0-30° elevation adjustment.

Unobtrusive auto focus
MoGo Pro+ will quickly autofocus when it's turned on or moved and keep the picture clear at all times.

Large memory
No internet on the go? Don’t worry! MoGo Pro+’s 2GB + 16GB of memory can store up to 10 movies and 1,000
songs so you always have your favorite content with you.

Big 3D screen
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The 100-inch full-HD large screen is equivalent to the size of four 50-inch TVs and will turn your home into a theater.
The vivid picture is provided by an active shutter 3D imaging technology, which brings you the ultimate viewing and
gaming experience (up to 300-inch). Additionally, the technology is gentle on the eyes.

Ultra-long lifespan
The MoGo Pro+ utilizes a highly efficient LED light source, allowing its projections to stay perfectly crisp, clear and
bright for its entire LED lifespan of 30,000 hours. You could watch 4 movies with the MoGo Pro+ every day for the next
10 years without having to change the lamp.

Key features

    •  True cinematic projection with 100+ inch display
    •  True 1080P resolution supports 4K
    •  Premium sound by Harman-Kardon
    •  Auto Keystone Correction & Auto Focus
    •  Official Android TV system with 5000+ apps
    •  Mirroring from smartphone via Chromecast
    •  Voice control with Google Assistant 
    •  Integrated stand
    •  Built-in battery

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 6935670512420

Manufacturer number: XK13S

Product weight: 0.9 kilograms
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